












Sally Ride was born in Los Angeles, California. Growing up, she loved science and sports—
her parents encouraged her to pursue both. While Sally was in college, she replied to an ad
in the school newspaper asking women to apply for NASA’s astronaut program. Six women
were picked—and Sally was one of them! In 1983, Sally Ride boldly went where no
American woman had gone before: space. As a mission specialist on the Space Shuttle
Challenger, Sally became the first woman from the United States to fly into space. On the
Challenger, her job was to work the Space Shuttle’s robotic arm. The arm was used to help
put satellites into space. Sally thought her experience with sports helped her hand-eye
coordination, which was important for working the arm. Later in her career she founded
Sally Ride Science, a company that encourages children’s interest in science, technology,
and math. She passed away in 2012.

Dr. Sally Ride

Mae Jemison was born in Decatur, Georgia. Throughout her early school years, Jemison's
parents were supportive and encouraging of her talents and abilities, and she spent a
considerable amount of time in her school library reading about all aspects of science,
especially astronomy. She began her career as a medical doctor. Jemison made a career
change and decided to follow a dream she had nurtured for a long time. She applied for
admission to NASA's astronaut training program. Jemison was one of the 15 candidates
chosen from a field of about 2,000. On June 4, 1987, Mae C. Jemison became the first
African-American woman to be admitted into the NASA astronaut training program. After
more than a year of training, she became the first African-American woman astronaut,
earning the title of science mission specialist — a job that would make her responsible for
conducting crew-related scientific experiments on the space shuttle.

Dr. Mae Jemison












Our Sun shines brightly in the daytime, warms our planet, and helps
plants grow. But the sunlight we see with our eyes is only a very
small part of the light the Sun gives off. Most sunlight cannot be seen
with just our eyes.



One type of this invisible light is called “ultraviolet light,” also known
as UV. This is the light that gives us suntans and sunburns.



Bees see in UV, and it helps them to find flowers. Since we cannot see
ultraviolet light with our eyes, we build and use instruments to detect
UV.



To study UV light from the Sun and other stars, scientists use high
altitude balloons, suborbital rockets, or spacecraft to get above the
atmosphere. All stars emit UV light; some more than others. The UV
light emitted by planets tells us about their atmospheres.
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The Sun photographed in visible light.
.

The Sun photographed in UV light

Credit: NASA/European Space Agency: SOHO: Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
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Use this Sun Clock if you live in:
So. CA, So. NV, AZ, NM, A, TX,
AL,
LA, TN, MS, AL, GA, FL, NC or
SC

Use this Sun Clock if you live in:
No. CA, No. NV, UT, CO, So. WY,
NE,
KS, IA, MO, IL, IN, OH, KY, VA, WV,
MD,
DE, NJ, PA, So. NY, MA, CT, or RI

Use this Sun Clock if you live in:
WA, OR, ID, MT, ND, SD, No. WY, MN,
WI,
MI, No. NY, VT, NH, ME, So. Canada







SAY:


Have any of you ever heard the words "sunrise" and "sunset"? That's how we describe the Sun coming up in
the morning (sunrise) and going down at night (sunset).



Did you know that the Earth is spinning like a top, and that's why the Sun looks like it's going across the sky?
The Earth does a complete spin every day, and that is what makes the Sun look like it's moving.



When our side of the Earth is facing the Sun, it's daytime. When our side of the Earth is facing away from the
Sun, it's nighttime.



Throughout the day, as the Sun seems to move across the sky, what are some of the things you notice?
What changes?



Have you ever noticed how the Sun changes your shadow?



Today, we are going to do an experiment! We are going to guess how our shadows will change as the Earth
spins and the Sun looks like it's moving in the sky.
















SAY:


Have you ever noticed that the shape of the Moon looks like it’s changing? It doesn't actually
change shape, but it looks like it does.



The Moon is lit by the Sun the same way the Earth is. The Moon does not make its own light.
It reflects light (like objects that we see with our eyes), and the lit portion is what we see.



As the Moon orbits (moves around) the Earth, the Sun lights different parts of it and makes
the Moon look like it is changing shape. These changing shapes are called the "phases of the
Moon."
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SAY:
Have you ever seen pictures of the moon?
What did it look like on the surface? What do you think our Moon’s
surface is made of?
The Moon has a rocky, solid-surface. A steady rain of asteroids,
meteoroids and comets strikes the surface of the moon, leaving
numerous craters behind.
Over billions of years, these impacts have ground up the surface of
the moon into fragments ranging from huge boulders to powder.
Nearly the entire moon is covered by a rubble pile of charcoal-gray,
powdery dust and rocky debris called the lunar regolith.
Apollo astronauts brought back a total of 842 pounds of lunar
samples to Earth for study. We are still studying them.
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Our Solar System is made up of our star and all the objects that travel around it. Our Solar
System's star is the Sun, and all of the objects in our Solar System orbit (move around) it.



Earth's closest neighbor, Venus, is only ever as close as 25 MILLION miles away, and it takes a
spacecraft about three months to get there! If you were to travel 25 million miles in a car, it would
take about 28 and one half years!



How far away are your neighbors? Can you walk to their homes? What would it be like if it took
you three months to get to your neighbor's house? How often would you see them?



Today we're going to make a small model of our Solar System. We'll use a strip of paper that will
show us the relative distances between the planets and other objects in our Solar System. Since
you can put it in your pocket, it will be easy to be good scientists and share what you've learned
with your friends and family.
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Today we are going to create a scale model of the planets in our Solar System using salt dough.



Has anyone heard the term scale model before?



A scale model is a copy of an object that is either larger or smaller than the original object it is 'modeled'
after. Each part of the object is adjusted in the same way. Architects create small scale models of the
buildings they are going to build and scientists make large scale models of insects so that they can more
easily study them.



Models are very important tools that scientists use all the time, because they are helpful in understanding
and explaining how things work. They help us understand things that are too big to see all at once, or too
small to see at all.



Can you think of something that is a scale model of a person? Or a car?

















SAY:


Tonight, we are going stargazing! Have any of you been stargazing before?



Did you use any tools to help you locate specific stars, constellations, or planets in the sky?



Tools are important to scientists as they explore and make new discoveries.



Today we are going to make a tool called a star wheel to help us find stars and
constellations in the night sky. It's also called a planisphere.



What constellations do you think we may see tonight?














SAY:


The Earth orbits (moves around) the Sun, and it also rotates (spins) on its axis. Do
any of you know what the word axis means?



An Axis is an imaginary line that an object rotates around. The Earth has an axis that
runs from its North Pole, through its center, to its South Pole.



Do any of you know how long it takes the Earth to complete one rotation on its
axis? [Roughly 24 hours, or one day]



How long does it take the Earth to complete one orbit around the Sun? [Roughly 365
days, or one year]



Do you think that all planets orbit the Sun at the same speed?



Do you think that all planets rotate on their axes at the same speed?



All planets move the same two ways the Earth does, but they do it at different
speeds. Each one is unique--just like all of you! Because of this, the length of the
days and years are different on each planet.

Chart Your Space Age
Terrestrial Planets
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars

Chart Your Space Age
Outer Planets
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto
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The Sun is a 4.5 billion-year-old star! While the Sun is very special to us, there are billions of
other stars like our Sun.
Have you ever noticed shapes in the stars?
Do you know what these shapes are called?
Constellations are patterns of stars in the sky.
Do you see how the stars show the basic outline, and we have to use our imagination to fill in
the shape or animal?
It's just like a connect-the-dots drawing
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A galaxy is a gravitationally bound system of stars, solar systems, stellar remnants, interstellar
gas, dust, and dark matter.
Scientists estimate there are 200 billion to 2 trillion (or more) galaxies in the observable universe!
Galaxies are classified according to their visual morphology (shape). There are 3 main categories:
elliptical, spiral or irregular.

Elliptical- oval shape

Spiral- winding or circling shape

Irregular- uneven or unique shape





SAY:
Telescopes are so important because they are built to gather more light than our eye. By gathering
all this light, telescopes allow space scientists to see things very far away--objects that are too
dimly lit to see without their help.
Have you ever tried to look at something in the dark? It can be hard! Imagine how much easier it
would be if you had more light.
Binoculars are two telescopes connected together.
We are going to take turns using our binoculars to look at the sky! Remember: NEVER use a
telescope or binoculars to look at the Sun!
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